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Film Synopsis 

Biography

Filmmaker Susan Kucera captures the story of a blind man’s 
journey into the intoxicating, complex world of Argentine tango 
and explores the impact tango has had on the lives of 
professional tango dancers, teachers, performers, and 
enthusiasts. In the end, beyond the fancy footwork, beautiful 
dresses, high heels, and dazzling performances, tango is about 
discovering of oneself. Shot on location in the United States 
(Hawai‘i, New York, Seattle, Portland), the Czech Republic, 
Germany, and Canada, For the Love of Tango reveals how we 
can communicate with one another beyond all barriers of race, 
language, age or physical limitations. 

Biography Susan Kucera:
Director, Producer, Editor and Cinematographer:

Susan Kucera has been working in film since she was nine years 
old, first as a camera assistant creating science films with her 
father for Britannica films, then as a screenwriter and 
commercial director. One of the first owner/operators of the 
groundbreaking Red One Camera she produced, wrote, directed 
and filmed Trading on Thin Air (2009), wrote, filmed, directed 
and co-produced For the Love of Tango (2014), directed, filmed 
and produced Breath of Life (2015). She currently films on the 
Red Epic Dragon.
To contact Susan Kucera please e-mail: info@cinepartners.org
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Dancers and teachers appearing the film:

Jorge Torres and Maria Blanco: www.Connectango

Natalia Hills:      www.nataliahills.net                            

Gabriel Misse: www.facebook.com/pages/Gabriel-Missé/53315536599          
    
Mayte Valdes and Carlos Barrionuevo: www.tangoearth.com

Alex Krebs:   www.tangoberretin.com

Astrid Weiske: www.tango-astrid.de

Ilana Rubin and Tony Fan: www.seattletango.com


